








Let’s make 
the future 
faster
The key to making this new vision 
work in practice is interoperability.

This may be a new world in technology terms 
but there is a real danger that enterprises might 
fall into old ways of doing things: in particular, 
of single sourcing with one large partner- in this 
case, probably a hyperscale cloud provider- and 
being locked into their own methods, resource 
pool and development paths.

Customers must be free to move in any direction 
they require, as technology (and technologies) 
continue to evolve. In the future, we expect 
a primary role to be taken, not by “systems 
integrators” but by “service integrators”, 
deploying their own proprietary assets as service 
enablers. As we shall see, building and delivering 
composable services across global networks will 
become a natural and logical approach in the 
near future. 

Key questions for all enterprises today include: 
how to change the way we work, design, build 
and organize to make the intelligent networked 
cloud vision a living reality. And then, how we 
use this new form of cloud to create value for a 
business, organization, its people, shareholders, 
customers, partners and, increasingly, the planet, 
as well.



IOT (or very often IIot- Industrial Internet of Things) 
provides a simple way to gather vast amounts of data, 
collate, store and securely transfer it to any location where 
monitoring, intervention and analysis can be carried out. 
These simple, standards-based, nearly ubiquitous sensor 
arrays form the basis for oversight and control right across 
the cloud.

Edge (for proximity applications, or more properly 
Multi-access Edge Computing: MEC) is the technology 
that allows intelligence to pervade every part of the cloud. 
This permits the introduction of hyperautomation, with 
instant response to events at any point, while also enabling 
greater agility for every single service that uses this 
connected environment.

Automation enabled by a combination of Machine 
Learning, Smart Algorithms and, increasingly, true AI, 
building on the availability of Edge-based intelligence 
to automate key actions across often geographically 
extended/distributed networks. This is a key factor in 
driving much higher levels of agile response to everything 
from market demand to environmental changes to 
intervention in production or delivery systems.

5G is the catalyst for every other positive change. 
Intelligent Networked Cloud, as the name suggests, 
requires very high bandwidth, very low latency 
connectivity, as it depends on moving large amounts of 
data very fast, very reliably, over very long distances. 5G is 
the first available technology that permits this combination 
of speed and capacity at an affordable price, although we 
should note that 5G is just an enabler and will eventually 
be superseded in its turn as even more advanced and 
responsive communications technologies become 
available.

AI technology and the related different 
fields of application, from Machine Learning 
up to GenAI use cases, can be successfully 
included in the daily experience, as 
composable building blocks to improve 
network capabilities and related usability.

Bringing these components together makes it possible 
to create a cloud environment in which more flexible, 
geographically distributed, and much more highly 
collaborative working becomes possible. The benefits of 
this approach depend ultimately on the organizations 
using it, as it is their creativity and ability to think in new 
ways that defines how much value they can unlock. 













Figure 1: top level view of the evolving NTT DATA product and service offer portfolio.














